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Loops in Combinator-Based Compilers* 
MITCHELL WAND 
Computer Science Department, Indiana University, 
Lindley Hail I01, Bloomington, I diana 47405 
In M. Wand (1982, in "Conf. Rec. 9th ACM Sympos. on Principles of 
Programming Languages," pp. 234-241, Assoc. Comput. Mach., New York) a 
paradigm for compilation based on combinators was introduced. A program from a 
source language is translated (via a semantic definition) to trees of combinators; the 
tree is simplified (via associative and distributive laws) to a linear, assembly- 
language-like format; the "compiler writer's virtual machine" operates by 
simulating a reduction sequence of the simplified tree. The correctness of the 
transformations follows from general results about the 2-calculus. The code 
produced by such a generator is always tree-like. In this paper, the method is 
extended to produce target code with explicit loops. This is done by re introducing 
variables into the terms of the target language is a restricted way, along with a 
structured binding operator. General conditions under which these transformations 
hold are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In our paper (Wand, 1982a) we introduced a paradigm for compilation 
based on combinators. A program from a source language is translated (via 
a semantic definition) to trees of combinators; the tree is simplified (via 
associative and distributive laws) to a linear, assembly-language-like format; 
the "compiler writer's virtual machine" operates by simulating a reduction 
sequence of the simplified tree. The correctness of these transformations 
follows from general results about the 2-calculus. 
This technique does not, however, do quite as well on loops as one might 
hope. In Wand (1980b) we compiled a loop by explicitly stacking the 
address of the top of the loop. One would like to produce target code with 
explicit loops (or at least goto's to symbolic addresses a la assembly 
language). In this paper we show how to accomplish this. 
Putting loops in the target code requires everal tricks. First, variables are 
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reintroduced into the terms of the target language in a restricted way. In 
particular, we introduce a structured binding operator: 
label O . M = I1(20. M). 
This imposes enough structure on the use of variables so that they do not 
require additional architectural features in the target machine. 
To prove the correctness of these transformations, we need to do 
inductions. This is the point at which the least property of the least-fixed 
point becomes crucial, and at which lattice-theoretical considerations come 
into play. We circumvent this difficulty by abandoning the theory 2 of the 
pure 2-calculus in favor of the theory B of B6hm trees (Barendregt, 1981). 
This allows us to do inductions without choosing particular domains. As a 
result, the proofs are greatly simplified. 
Last, we regard the machine as an efficient simulation of a less efficient 
but more obviously correct abstract machine. This allows us to use some 
implementation tricks. This is the stage at which physical loops are 
introduced. 
Our enriched target language more closely resembles conventional target 
languages. As a result, it allows for the use of conventional optimization 
techniques. 
2. COMBINATOR-BASED COMPILERS 
In this section we will review the development of combinator-based 
compiling algorithms. In this paradigm, we regard the denotational semantics 
of a language as specifying a translation from the phrases of the source 
language to phrases of the 2-calculus. We can then "run" the program by 
reducing the 2-term to normal form. Rather than directly reducing the 2- 
terms, however, we translate them into the language of eombinators. For 
most "ordinary" languages, it is possible to find combinators with 
sufficiently nice associative and distributive properties so that the 
combinator trees can be rotated into a linear or almost-linear format, and 
whose reduction sequences can be seen to be analogous to the behavior of a 
conventional machine. 
Let us consider a simple example to give the flavor of the technique. We 
presume general familiarity with the basic concepts of denotational 
semantics, such as environments, tores, and continuations. Let us imagine 
the following fragment of syntax of a programming language: 
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(proc-body) : := (cmd) 
(cmd} : := (identifier} := (expr) 
(cmd} : := begin (cmd); (cmd) end 
(cmd) : := if (expr) then (emd) else (cmd) 
(cmd} : := while (expr} do (cmd} 
(expr} : := (identifier} 
(expr) : := (expr) - (expr). 
Corresponding to each production is a semantic equation. Here p ranges 
over environments, x ranges over expression or command continuations, and 
a ranges over stores: 
3 I (proc-body ) ] = W ~ (,proc-body ) ~ 
~( ident i f ier} := (expr}~ = 2OK. ~I(expr)~ p()w . store(identifier}pxv) 
C~begin (cmd)l ; (cmd)2 end] = ).px . ~I (cmd) l ]  p(~I(cmd)2~ px) 
c~lif (expr} then (cmd}, else (cmd)2~ 
= 2pK. ~I(expr}~ p()w. (v -+ ~I(cmd}l~ pt¢, ~I(emd}2~ pK)) 
~Iwhile (expr) do (cmd)l 
= )~pt¢. Y(20. gI(expr)~ p(,~v. (v -* ga~(cmd)~ pO, to))) 
g ~ (identifier ) l = ~,pKa . x( o(p (identifier ) ) ) 
~ I (expr ) l -  (expr)2 ~ 
= 2p•. gI(expr) l  ~ p(2v 1 • ~I(expr)2 ~ p()~v 2 • ~:(v 1 - Vz))). 
In this section we shall summarize how we go about analyzing this 
example, except for the while-loop, which is left for the main portion of the 
paper. 
Our first task is to recast he semantic equations in terms of combinators. 
We do this analysis in two steps. First, we rewrite each equation in 
"compositional" form 
~f  I lhs ~ = m ( ~ ~ (no nterminal }l 1 ..... ~ I ( nonterrninal ) , ~ )
where ~ denotes a semantic function and M is a combinator, that is, a .~- 
term with no free variables. Then, we compare the M's from the different 
equations to see if they can be built from some suitable "modules." A key 
step in this comparison is to observe general patterns of argument steering. 
In this example, this analysis arrives at the following combinators: 
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D k = )caflpKx 1 . . .  x k • ap( f lpgx  1 . . .  Xk) 
re turn  = J, pK • K 
test  k = J, a f lpgx  1 . . .  xkv  • v -~ apKx  1 . . .  Xk , f lpKx  I " "  X k 
fe tch  = 2idp~ca . ~c(6(pid) ) 
sub  =/~pK1)IU 2 • K(U 1 U2), 
Using these combinators, we can rewrite the semantic equations as 
3I(proe-body)~ = Do(~C~I(cmd)l, return) 
~I(identifier) := (expr)l = Do(g~(expr)~, store(identifier)) 
~Ibegin {cmd)l ; (cmd)2 end~ = Do(C~I(cmd)l~, c~(cmd)2~) 
c~Iif (expr) then (cmd)l else (cmd)2 ~ 
= Do(g~(expr)l, teSto(~I(cmd)~, I(cmd)A)) 
~" ~ (identifier ) l =fetch(identifier) 
g~(expr)l - (expr)2 ~ = Do(~I(expr)l ~, D~(~'I(expr)2~, sub)). 
These equations may be read as a syntax-directed transduction which 
transforms the parse tree of a (p roc -body)  into a tree with D's and test ' s  in 
the interior nodes and with re turn 's , fe tch( ident i f ie r ) ' s ,  s to re ( ident i f ie r ) ' s ,  and 
sub 's  at the leaves. Such a translation is shown in Fig. l a. 
We can do better, however, by observing that in the theory 2 of the 2- 
calculus, one can easily prove 
Do 
/ \ 
DO return ,°°( "-,,, 
fetch X f D 1 
fetch Y sub D t 
/ N 
fetch Z sub 
/ \ 
fetch X D 1 
/ N 
fetch Y D O 
/ \ 
sub D 1 
/ \ 
fetch Z D o 
/ N 
sub return 
(al {b) 
Fro. 1. Combinator tree for (X- Y) -Z,  (a) before rotation, (b) after otation. 
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THEOREM 1. 
(i) Dk(Dp(a, fl), 7) : Dk+p(a, Dk(fl, Y)), 
(ii) Dk(testo(a, fl), ~) = testk(nk(a, y), nk(/3, y)), 
(iii) D~(return, y) = 7. 
We can use these associative laws to rotate to the right any D's or test's 
which are left sons of other D's. The result of this rotation is shown in 
Fig. lb. The resulting term is a (seq), defined by 
(seq) : := return 
(seq) : := Dk((ins), (seq)) 
(seq) ::= testk((seq), (seq)) 
(ins) : := fetch(identifier) 
(ins) ::= store(identifier) 
( ins )  : :=  sub.  
In general, the type of a (seq) is Env--* K ~ V" ~ S ~ Ans (where Env 
denotes environments, K expression continuations, V values, S states, and 
Ans answers). If we analyze the reduction of a (seq), we discover that the 
rotated tree is indeed postfix code, and that the reduction mimics the 
behavior of a stack machine. For example, consider the case of Dk(SUb, fl). A 
simple argument on types shows that if Dk(SUb, fl)p~:x 1 ... x ,o  is of type 
Ans, then n -= k + 2. Then we have 
Dk(SUb, fl) P•Xl "" xk + 2 ~ ~ subp(~ptcxl "'" Xk) Xk + l Xk + 2 
-~ ~p~xl  .°. xk (xk  + ~ --  :'~ + 2)°. 
More detail on these machines may be found in Wand, (1982a, b). 
The compiler is correct because it can be proved in the theory 2 of the 2- 
calculus that the rotated combinator tree is equal to the original tree. The 
machine is correct because it simulates a reduction sequence using a 
complete reduction strategy. These correctness proofs are greatly simplified 
because they involve only the syntactic theory of the 2-calculus, which is 
well understood, and do not involve any model- or lattice-theoretic con- 
siderations. 
The code produced by such a combinator-based compiler is indubitably 
tree-like. The obvious way to handle loops in this framework is to stack the 
loop starting adress at run time (Wand, 1980b). Using the Y combinator 
effectively does the same thing. How can we move this from run time to 
compile time where it clearly belongs? Put another way, how can such a 
compiler produce code with loops in it, as conventional compilers do? 
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3. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
If we are to analyze loops in programs, we need to do inductions. It is at 
this point that we introduce domains in the conventional theory: if we are 
dealing with a particular model (the domain), then we are no longer 
restricted to the theory 2, and we can do inductions if they are valid in the 
domain. However, this often seems to require choices (e.g., lattices vs cpo's) 
which do not bear any obvious relationship to any computational reality or 
to the "basic idea" of the proof. We would therefore like some proof- 
theoretical alternative. 
As an example, observe that there are two plausible combinators for 
while-loops: 
whi le (na i l  = 2OK.  I1(20.  ap(2v  . v ~ t ip& •)) 
whi leUnaf l  = Y(20'pt¢ . ap(,~v • v --+ f lp(O'pK), x) ) .  
Here, of course, Y denotes the standard fixed-point combinator 
2f  . (2x .  f (xx ) ) (2x ,  f (xx ) )  
(but see below). The first version distributes nicely with the sequencing 
combinators Dk; the second has a nicer expression in terms of the 
sequencing combinators 
whi leUnaf l  = Y (20 '  • Do(a ,  teSto(Do(fl, 0'), return) )  
where 
tes 6 = 2af lpKx I . . .  xkv  • v ~ apxx l  . . .  x~,  f lpKx I . . .  x~. 
Unfortunately, proving that these two are equal requires some induction 
(note that the relation between 0 and 0' is like that of moving a constant 
outside a loop). There seems to be no way of showing them equal in the pure 
2-calculus, that is, the theory of equalities of 2-terms under a- and fl- 
conversion (Barendregt, 1981). Since we wish to avoid choices of models, we 
seek a proof-theoretic alternative. 
One such alternative is the theory B of B6hm trees (Barendregt, 1981). 
Given a k-term M, we can construct its B6hm tree BT(M)  roughly as 
follows: take the leftmost reduction sequence of M. One of two things may 
happen. Either it eventually reduces to a term of the form 
,~x 1 . . .  x n • yM 1 . . .  M k 
where y is a variable and the M's are any terms (not necessarily in normal 
643/57/2-3 5 
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form), or it does not. In the latter case we say M is unsolvable, and we let 
BT(M) be the special symbol ~. Otherwise we let BT(M) be 
Zx, ... x . .  yBV(M,). . .  BT(Mk). 
Here we intend for the reeursion to denote the construction of a possibly 
infinite tree. (A more formal presentation can be found in Barendregt 
(1981).) For example, the B6hm tree of the Y combinator above is 
2f . f ( f ( f  ...)) 
and Y(2Ox. gx(Ox)) and ),x. Y(gx) both have as their B6hm tree 
gx(gx(gx ...)). 
The theory B of B6hm trees is defined by setting B ~- M = N iff BT(M) = 
BT(N). The following proposition summarizes the key facts about B: 
PROPOSIa'ION 2. 
(i) I f2F -M=N,  thenB~-M=N.  
(ii) I f  M is any term and N is any term in normal form, then 
B ~- M -- N implies 2 F- M = N. 
(iii) A term M has a normal form in B iff it has a normal form in )t. 
(iv) I f  M has a normal form in B, then any quasi-leftmost reduetion 
sequence started on M will f ind it and terminate. 
Proof. (i) expresses the fact the B is a 2-theory (Barendregt, 1981, 
Proposition 16.4.2). To get (ii), observe that if N is in normal form, then the 
B6hm tree for it is just N itself (modulo syntax). Hence, if B ~ M = N, then 
BT(M) =BT(N)=N;  hence BT(M) is finite, so, by the definition of BT, 
2 F- M = BT(M) = N. (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii). (iv) follows from 
(iii) and the fact that any quasi-leftmost reduction strategy is complete, that 
is, if M has a normal form, then every quasi-leftmost reduction sequence 
starting with M is finite (Barendregt, 1981, Theorem 13.2.6). II 
The "reduction in strength" theorem may now be stated as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ~ denote a vector of variables x~,..., x n. Then B 
Y(202. g~(OY)) = 2~ . Y(g2). 
Proof. Both have as their B6hm tree ).Y. g~(g2...). | 
PROPOSITION 4. B ~- while <I) = while <m. 
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Proof Use the previous proposition, with g=2pK0,  ap(2v • v 
fpO, K). | 
Let while denote either of these equal terms. We can now state the 
associativity result for while. 
THEOREM 5. B ~- Dk(while aft, 7) = Y(20 . Dk(a, testk(Dk(fl, 0), 7))). 
Proof 
Dk(while aft, 7) 
= ZpK2. while aflp(TpKY) 
= Zp•2. Y(20. ap(Zv • v --, fipO, 7pK.~)) 
= Y(2OpK2. ap(2v • v ~ flp(OpKY), 7p~c2)) (by the previous proposition), 
= Y(20. Dk(a, testk(Dk(fl, 0), 7))). | 
4. MODIFYING THE COMPILER 
In order to take advantage of these results, it is convenient o once again 
allow variables in our terms. Since that is the only use we have for variables, 
we reintroduce them in the guise of a structured binding operator: 
label O . M = Y(20 . M). 
We may now write the equation for a while-loop as 
~Iwhi le  (expr) do (cmd)~ 
= label O. Do(g~(expr)~, teSto(Do(C~I(cmd)~, 0), return)). 
With this new equation in place, we may still regard the equations as 
specifying a syntax-directed transduction. A program then translates into a 
term with possible occurrences of label and 0. The term is, however, always 
closed, that is, all occurrrences of 0 are bound by some occurrence of label. 
We may then use our associativity laws to rotate occurrences of label to the 
right so that they never occur as the left son of a D. For concreteness, we 
give the rewriting rules in some detail: 
rot(D~(Dp(X, y), z)) = rot(D~+p(x, Dk(y , z))) 
rot(Dk(teSto(X, y), z) ) = test~(rot(Dk(x, z)), rot(Ok(y , z))) 
rot(Ok(while(x, y), z) ) = label 0.  rot(Ok(x, test~(Ok(y , 0), z))) 
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label O D O 
I / \ 
D O D O return 
D O fetch X store Y 
/ 
fetch X nzerop test o 
/ \ 
/D°N return 
Do O 
/ \ 
D o store X 
fetch X /D  1 
fetch Y sub D 1 
/ \ 
fetch Z sub 
(a) 
label O 
I 
Do 
/ \ 
fetch X D o 
/ \ 
nzerop test 0 
/ \ 
D o fetch X /DoN 
/ N 
fetch X D 1 store Y return 
/ \ 
fetch ¥ /DoN 
sub D 1 
/ \ 
fetch Z /DoN 
sub /DoN 
store X O 
(b) 
FIo. 2. Code for while X 4= 0 do X := (X Y) - Z;  Y := X; (a) before rotation, (b) after 
rotation. 
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rot(Dk(return, x)) = x 
rot(Dk(x, y)) ---- Dk(X, rot(y)) otherwise 
rot( (variable ) ) = (variable). 
This gives us a nice linearized form for the output of the compiler. The 
result of the rot of the syntax-directed transduction of a program is again a 
(seq), where we add to the definition in Section 2 the two productions 
(seq) ::= (variable) 
(seq) ::= label(variable). (seq). 
Figures 2a and b show the terms corresponding to a short program, before 
and after rotation. Note how the statement following the loop has been 
integrated into the right branch of the test. 
Since the term output by the compiler is obtained by taking the term given 
by the semantics and applying equality-preserving transformations to it, the 
output erm is equal (in B) to the term given by the semantics. Therefore the 
compiler is correct. 
5. MODIFYING THE MACHINE 
Clearly, the key problem faced by the machine is the correct handling of 
label. The machine's job is to simulate a reduction sequence of the term it is 
given by the compiler. Now, the obvious thing to do is something like: 
YM ~ M(YM). 
Unfortunately, while 2 ~- YM = M(YM), YM does not reduce to M(YM); 
showing the equality requires a "backward" step. Thus the obvious reduction 
is not justified (yet). 
We solve this problem by using a fixed-point combinator with a different 
reduction behavior. Let 
0 = 2f .  (2x. f (xxf))(2x,  f(xxf)).  
Then OM--* M(OM) (Turing, 1937, cited in Barendregt, 1981). Furthermore, 
in B, Y = O, so we may substitute O for Y everywhere above. 
With this background, we can now outline the behavior of the abstract 
machine. It must simulate the reduction of a term of type Ans; the term 
consists of a closed (seq) applied to arguments. The behavior of (seq)'s of 
the form return or Dk((ins), (seq)) was considered in (Wand, 1982a, b). 
These led to a standard fetch-execute cycle. Since the (seq) is closed, it 
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cannot consist of a variable, hence we need only consider ( seq) ' s  which are 
of the form tes tk ( (seq) l ,  (seq)2)  or l abe l (var iab le ) .  (seq) .  
It is easy to work out the action of the machine by following the 
definitions: 
tes t~( (seq) l ,  (seq)2)  p~cx 1 .. .  x k v 
-~ (v ~ (seq) lPKX 1 .. .  xk ,  ( seq)2pKx  I . . .  xk).  
Hence the machine executes ( seq)  1 if the value on the top of the stack is a 
true value, and ( seq)  2 otherwise. (For brevity, we have not distinguished 
between boolean and "normal" values; this can be done in any of the 
standard ways.) 
The case of l abe l  is, of course, the interesting one for our current purposes. 
Again, we use the definitions of the combinators to work out the action of 
the machine: 
labe l  O . MpKx 1 . , ,  X n --~ O( J .O  , M) p~cx 1 . . .  x n 
(20. M)( labe l  O.  M)pKx ,  . . .  x n 
- ,  M[ labe l  O . M/O]  pxx  I . . .  xn.  
Hence the action of the machine is given by 
labe l  O . MpKx I . . .  x n -~ M[ labe l  O . M/O]  pxx~ .. .  x n. 
When the machine encounters label  O .M,  it substitutes 
label  O. M for every free occurrence of 0 in 
for substitution of terms for free variables. 
require renaming of bound variables, but we 
avoided. 
As before, the machine is correct because 
reduction sequence: if it halts, it gives the 
Rosser theorem, and if there is a normal 
reduction will find it. 
the term 
M, according to the usual rules 
Among other things, this may 
shall see later how this may be 
it is simulating a quasi-leftmost 
right answer, by the Church- 
form, then any quasi-leftmost 
6. PUTTING IN THE LOOPS 
In the abstract machine, label  does a physical substitution of a code 
sequence for each free occurrence of the label  identifier. This behavior is 
clearly unacceptable for a real machine. We can avoid it by thinking of the 
"real" machine as an implementation of the abstract machine, and using a 
few implementation tricks. 
First of all, since the language of code Sequences is a nice, statically 
scoped language, we can replace actual variables 0 by pointers to their 
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binding occurences (see Fig. 3a). This eliminates the problem of capture of 
variables. Better yet, since the only thing these variables do is get substituted 
for, we can replace each variable occurrence by a pointer to the code which 
will be substituted for it (see Fig. 3b). 
If we do this, however, it leaves label with nothing to do! Hence we can 
eliminate it from the output code entirely (see Fig. 4). 
This leaves us with code with circular links, as produced by, e.g., 
4 
label 
/ \  
0 D o 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
\ 
% 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~tes to  
N 
\ ,, / 
(a) 
...~,.- label 
. .- '"7 \ 
/ 0 D o / 
I e% 
\ 
N 
\ 
\ 
\ 
N 
N 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ \ 
\ / 
(b) 
FIG. 3. Elimination of bound variables by pointers; (a) to the binding occurrence, (b) to 
the code which will be substituted. 
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FIG. 4. Code following elimination of labels. 
(Thatcher, Wagner & Wright, 1981) or (Sethi, 1981, 1983) and without any 
instances of label's. (This justification, by the way, seems considerably 
simpler than the one which we had previously contemplated, which involved 
running the simplifier on infinite trees). 
The action of replacing occurrences of label variables by pointers to the 
appropriate code is highly reminiscent (at least to us) of the kind of analysis 
typically performed by assemblers: they take (among other things) symbolic 
addresses and convert hem to real addresses. This leads to a second strategy 
for dealing with label: regard the compiler output, labels and all, as assembly 
language (with static scoping for label identifiers), and simply say that it is 
the assembler's job to replace label identifiers with appropriate GOTO 
instructions. Our first solution, therefore, may be regarded as an argument 
for the correctness of this "assembly" algorithm. 
7. TOWARDS A METATHEORY a 
Theorem 5 is clearly not the most general form of associativity result one 
might expect. In this section we will sketch some sufficient conditions under 
which one can obtain an associativity result of the form Dk(Iabel 0 • M,  7) = 
label O . Dk(M',  y). The basic result is: 
THEOREM 6. Let Y denote a vector of  variables x 1 . . . .  , x  k. Then 
B ~ Dk(r(2Opx.  fptc(Opx)), 7) = r()~pKg, fp(?pxX)(OptcY)). 
Proof Both sides have as their B6hm tree )~pK2. fp( fp( . . . )  7p~cY) 7px. I 
This section was not part of the preliminary version presented at the Symposium. 
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In order to apply this result, we need to know when a given programming 
language construct matches the left-hand side, and the how to use the right- 
hand side to arrive at an associative law. We attack this problem syntac- 
tically. Consider the following grammar: 
(loopbody} : := 0 
( loopbody } : := return 
(loopbody) : := Do(a, (loopbody)) 
( loopbody ) : := teSto(  loopbody ), ( loopbody ) ). 
Most looping structures with a single exit and a single loop, such as while 
loops, repeat loops, "exit-in-the-middle" loops, etc., can be expressed in 
terms of (loopbody). The D o and test o in the last two productions express the 
fact that key points in the loop must be reached without changing the 
number of items on the stack. 
THEOREM 7. I f  M is a (loopbody), then there is a closed term F(M) such 
that M = 2px. F(M) p~c(OpK). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of the (loopbody). If M = 0, then 
F(M) = 2xyz. z. If M= return, then F (M)= 2xyz .y .  For the induction, 
observe that 
Do(a, M) = 2pK . ap(MpK) 
= 2pK. ap(F(M) p~(OpK)) 
= 2pK. Dl(a, F(M)) p~;(Opw). 
Hence F (Do(a ,M) )=DI (a ,F (M) ) .  Similarly, we can show that 
F(teSto(M,, M2)) = testl(F(Ml), F(M2)). I 
This theorem shows that any (loopbody) can be used in Theorem 6. We 
next need to show that the right-hand side of Theorem 6 can be expressed 
neatly in terms of combinators. That is, we need to show that for any 
(loopbody) M, there is a combinator term G(M) such that G(M)= 
2pseY. F(M)p(ypte£)(OpK£). We show this transduction as follows: 
6(o)  = o 
G(return) = y 
G(Do(a, (loopbody})) = Dk(a, G((loopbody})) 
G(teSto((loopbodY)l, ( oopbodY)2)) 
= testk(G((loopbody)l), G((loopbody)2)). 
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PROPOSITION 8. I f  M is a (loopbody), then G(M) = 2pKY. 
F(M) p(?px2)(OpxX). 
Proof. We show only the case for D0(a, (loopbody)): 
G(Do(a, M)) = Dk(a, G(M)) 
= ,tp e •  p(G(M) pKe) 
= J.pK2. ap(F(M) p(ypKX)(OpK2)) 
= J .pK.~" Ol(a , F(M)) p(?pK.f)(OpKX) 
= AproN. F(Do(a , M))p(yptcX)(OpKX). I 
This gives us our general associativity result: 
COROLLARY 9. I f  M is a (loopbody), then Dk(Y(20 . M), ? O-  
V(20. G(M)). 
8. RELATED WORK 
For a survey of related work on compilers and combinators in general, see 
(Wand, 1980b, 1982a, b). Here we will mention only work on circular 
structures. The work most closely related to ours is that of Sethi (1981). He 
introduces circular structures in the context of handling goto's. Our 
technique seems powerful enough to do his examples, although we at present 
need language-specific simplification rules rather than his language- 
independent ones. Turner (1979) used a circular link in his treatment of the 
Y combinator, though that idea is doubtless much older; we know of at least 
one 2-calculus interpreter that used that trick in 1971. Milne and Strachey 
(1976) introduce circular links mediated by storage addresses. Raskovsky 
and Collier (1980) introduce circular links in the midst of a variety of 
transformations on semantic equations. 
Our concern, however, is with the development of rigorous yet simple 
formal justifications for these techniques. Mosses, following Wand (1980a) 
has proposed an equational formulation for descriptive semantics (Mosses, 
1982). Arbib and Manes have proposed a formulation based on partially 
additive monoids (Arbib & Manes, 1980, 1982), though it is not clear to 
what extent their formulation extends to complex programming languages. 
Their "functorial iteration principle" is an admissable rule in B. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have presented an extension of combinator-based 
compilers to produce better code for loops. These new techniques allow a 
simple justif ication for the correctness of the compiler and the machine. In 
particular, all the techniques are justified using general results from the )~- 
calculus and the theory B. The theory B looks like a promising candidate for 
a proof-theoretic foundation for semantics. 
We have shown how the technique can handle while-loops and can be 
extended to other simple looping structures. The technique can also handles 
other cases of loops in run-time structures, such as jumps to labels, 
multilevel escapes from loops, and recursive procedures (e.g., letree). 
Our target language is now considerably richer for the presence of labels 
and loops. This opens the door for a variety of optimizations (loop rotation, 
dead code elimination, stength reduction) to be done on this target code. 
Because the target code has simple semantics, these optimizations can be 
justified on the basis of more than optimism. 
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